An Effective Decision-Making Support for Student Academic Path Selection using Machine Learning
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Abstract—In Benin, after the GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Education), learners can either enroll in a Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET), or further their studies in the general education. Majority of those who take the latter path enroll in Senior High School by choosing the Biology stream or field of study. However, most of them do not have the abilities required to succeed in this field. For instance, for the last edition of the Senior Secondary Education Certificate (French baccalaureate) held in June 2022 in Benin, the Biology field of study had a low success rate of 42%. Therefore, one may consider that there is a problem in the orientation of the students. In recent years, Machine Learning has been used in almost every field to optimize processes or to assist in decision-making. Improving academic performance has always been of general interest. And, good academic performance implies good academic orientation. The goal of this study is to optimally help learners who have just obtained their GCSE to select their field of study. For this purpose, two major elements are predicted: i) Scientific or Literary ability of students, ii) Literature or Mathematics and Physical Sciences (MPS) or Biology stream of learners. More precisely, the average marks in Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry Technology (PCT) and Biology from 6th to 9th grade for 325 students are used. Machine Learning algorithms such as Decision Tree, Random Forest, Linear Support Vector Classifier (SVC), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), and Logistic Regression are used to predict learners’ ability and the stream. As a result, for learners’ ability prediction, we obtained the best accuracy of 99% with the random forest algorithm for a split that reserved around 21% of the dataset for testing. As for the learners’ stream prediction, we obtained the best accuracy of 95% with the Linear SVC algorithm for a split that reserved around 20% of the dataset for testing. This study contributes to Educational Data Mining (EDM) by performing academic data exploration using numerous methods. Furthermore, it provides a tool to ease students academic path selection, which may be used by educational institutes to ensure student performance. This paper presents the steps and the outputs of the study, we performed with some recommendations for future research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The improvement of academic performance has always been a concern for the educational system’s actors [1], because the supposed performances in schools no longer satisfy everyone expectations. This situation requires a formula that could invert the trend. The education system is challenged to find a scientific instrument to overcome practices which continue to promote this deleterious situation [2]. According to [3], factors that impact field of study choice include: ability, experience, habit, program, instructor’s role, university/school atmosphere and study culture. Authors in [4] also acknowledged that the field of study chosen by a student is in relation with prior knowledge and judgment of his/her own competence. Students often engage with peers and educational institutes through social networking to gather information about the university/school’s fields of study or forthcoming courses. Therefore, deciding on a academic path can be stressful for secondary education students. Authors in [5] think that students need group guidance for fields of study and major choices.

If good or bad academic results have brought praise to some schools or tarnished the image of others, it is because of the lack of proper use of the data to direct students in the different fields of study. In fact, in Benin’s high schools, students have to further their studies in general education track (Literature, Mathematics and Physical Sciences, Biology) or in Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET). Orientation in the TVET is not systematic because students must take an entrance exam before being admitted. Therefore, orientation problem is more acute in general education because it is done at best, on the basis of the marks obtained at the General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE). Otherwise, learners are oriented according to their parents’ choice.

The use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in general and more particularly, Machine Learning, in almost all fields, allows nowadays, to predict from the available data, a number of interesting elements for decision-making [6][7]. Thus, it is easy to understand the importance of using Machine Learning to improve the quality of academic performance [8][9]. This study contributes to research in Educational Data Mining (EDM) by developing a prediction model for academic orientations [10][11], in high schools in Benin. The study is articulated in two parts. We predict: (1) learner’s aptitude or ability (literary or scientific), (2) learner’s fields of study (Literature, Mathematics and Physical Sciences-MPS, Biology).

In the remaining of the paper, we address the background concepts of the performed study. Then, a state-of-the-art analysis is performed. Subsequently, the proposed prediction model’ architecture is released, followed by the performance evaluation results. Furthermore, we highlight discussions and give an overview of the application that shows a concrete use of the optimal model. Finally, we summarize contributions and limitations of the proposed model and give the conclusions.
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II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly discuss the concept of Educational Data Mining (EDM) and describe the Beninese education system.

A. Educational Data Mining

Nowadays, many research activities are interested in data mining, and EDM has become a promising field of research [12], [13]. EDM uses several algorithms to improve educational results and account for educational procedures in future decision-making. EDM can be defined as the techniques for finding the specific types of data coming from the education system and implementing these techniques to better understand students and the system [14] [15]. Some applications of EDM can likely be a recommender system for students and prediction of their performance.

B. The Beninese Education System

After two years in Preschool (optional), students must complete six years in Primary school to achieve and obtain the Primary School Certificate (PSC) [16]. Primary school years are: Year 1 (Introductory Courses - IC), Year 2 (Preparatory Courses - PC), Year 3 (Elementary Courses 1st year - EC1), Year 4 (Elementary Courses 2nd year - EC2), Year 5 (Middle Courses 1st year - MC1) and Year 6 (Middle Courses 2nd year - MC2). Then, it takes seven years to complete Secondary school. Indeed, Secondary school in Benin, is made up of two levels: the first known as General Junior Secondary and the second is divided in General Senior Secondary and TVET. The General Junior Secondary grades are: 6th grade, 7th grade, 8th grade and 9th grade. Thus, at the end of General Junior Secondary school, learners must pass the exam of the GCSE. Afterward, grades of General Senior Secondary or TVET are: 10th grade, 11th grade and 12th grade. In addition, to completing the 10th grade, learners must enroll in a specific domain of study such as: General Senior Secondary (Literature, MPS or Biology stream for example) and TVET (Mechanical Science and Technology or Electrical Science and Technology stream for example). At the end of the General Senior Secondary or Technical Secondary, learner should take the Senior Secondary Education Certificate, equivalent of the French Baccalaureate. After that, they can enroll in the Tertiary Education in the existing courses and complete the years required to obtain a bachelor degree, a master or a doctorate [17]. Table 1 presents the main subjects taught in three streams, selected for the performed research. Fig. 1 illustrates the Beninese education system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>Main subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature stream</td>
<td>French, English, German, Spanish, Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS stream</td>
<td>Math, PCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology stream</td>
<td>Math, PCT, Biology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSIONS

Hereby, are an overview of existing work and their shortcomings compared to the model proposed in this study.

A. Related Work

In literature, several ML algorithms are used for students academic orientation in high school. Whatever the educational system, at a given moment in his/her academic career, student at junior secondary level is required to make a choice of stream.

Therefore, to better orient learners, many research studies have been undertaken. In [18], authors predicted the performance of students in bachelor’s and master’s degrees in computer science and telecommunications.

Some models are based on real data. Usually, authors used tools such as a chatbot to collect data [19]. In [20], authors noticed that the increase in data did not significantly improve the obtained results.

Individuals in a database are characterized by a number of variables and all of them are not necessarily relevant for learner orientation. In [21], authors insist on correctly detecting the relevant variables involved in the process and their relationships with each other. In [22], authors used learners’ scores to make predictions. In addition to grades, they used the number of absence per subject of the student.

In order to have a maximum prediction accuracy, in [23], authors compared several ML algorithms such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), neural networks, regressions, random forest, k-nearest neighbors, Naive Bayes’, decision trees, etc.

Several performance measures exist to determine the degree of reliability of a prediction model. Following the example of [24], in which authors used three performance scores to validate their model (accuracy, Cohen’s kappa, and the ROC curve), other authors used only the accuracy to assess the performance of their models. They used data that is not very large in size (a size that varies between 100 and 250 individuals). They obtained an accuracy of 94% with the random forest. In [25], authors were faced with an explosion of data and they obtained the best accuracy of 97% with Bayes’ naive.

In addition, the authors of [26] implemented a framework which predicts academic orientation using supervised machine learning. They had a dataset of 350 individuals and compared the performance of decision tree, KNN, SVM and logistic regression by cross-validation and by a split that reserved 30% of the data for testing. Their proposal is mainly based on personality types such as Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and Conventional. They obtained the best AUC (Area Under Curve ROC) with the decision tree which was 0.8.

B. Discussions

From all above, we can notice three types of categories to classify the models aiming at providing academic or professional guidance for learners. There are the size of the data, the nature of the data and the nature of the prediction.

As far as data size is concerned, we can distinguish models that are based on a huge data size [25] and those based on a relatively small data size [24].

For the nature of data, some models are designed based solely on learners’ grades and others are designed based...
not only on grades but also on learners’ social environment variables [22].

Finally, different models are not intended to predict the same things. One set is designed to predict school dropout [21], other to predict the stream or the aptitude/ability in a given track and another to predict a score or the average mark [23].

Based on related work study, we can conclude that for academic orientation prediction, Bayes naive is the most suitable, when dealing with massive data, while random forest is the most suitable when data size is relatively small. It should also be noted that the combination of random forest and regression does not really provide good prediction accuracy.

Unlike previous works, current study focuses at first stage on learners’ grades for guidance. Our educational context is different from those found in the literature and not all subjects have an impact on the learners’ streams choice. Since a database of learners’ digitized grades is not available, we started by collecting these grades using the students’ transcripts of records. We trained the models on several ML algorithms with the scope of having maximum accuracy.

IV. OUR PREDICTION MODEL

To achieve academic orientation prediction for Benin’s high schools, we propose the architecture illustrated in Fig. 2. Our architecture includes several stages: preprocessing, model creation, model evaluation, and model optimization. However, the first three are compulsory for any prediction model and are described in this section.

A. The Dataset

A learner in the MPS stream, must have a basic knowledge of mathematics and PCT, and a learner in the Biology stream must have a basic knowledge of mathematics and PCT, as well as Biology. We can conclude that these subjects make it possible to distinguish scientific learners from literary learners. Moreover, considering subjects such as French, English, Philosophy, History and Geography, would not be optimal because they are cross-cutting subjects. One can be in Literature, MPS or Biology stream and be excellent in these subjects. In Benin, evaluations are done in secondary schools on a semester or quarterly basis. A semester or quarterly average in a given subject does not reflect the actual performance of learners in that subject over the course of a year. For this purpose, we used available transcripts of records to calculate annual averages in mathematics, PCT and Biology.

The dataset used in this study contains 325 learners’ instances with 13 variables. Table II shows a description of all variables of the dataset.

TABLE II. DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mm6</td>
<td>Annual average mark of the 6\textsuperscript{th} grade in Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mp6</td>
<td>Annual average mark of the 6\textsuperscript{th} grade in PCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms6</td>
<td>Annual average mark of the 6\textsuperscript{th} grade in Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mm5</td>
<td>Annual average mark of the 7\textsuperscript{th} grade in Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mp5</td>
<td>Annual average mark of the 7\textsuperscript{th} grade in PCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms5</td>
<td>Annual average mark of the 7\textsuperscript{th} grade in Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mm4</td>
<td>Annual average mark of the 8\textsuperscript{th} grade in Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mp4</td>
<td>Annual average mark of the 8\textsuperscript{th} grade in PCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms4</td>
<td>Annual average mark of the 8\textsuperscript{th} grade in Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mm3</td>
<td>Annual average mark of the 9\textsuperscript{th} grade in Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mp3</td>
<td>Annual average mark of the 9\textsuperscript{th} grade in PCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms3</td>
<td>Annual average mark of the 9\textsuperscript{th} grade in Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>The stream of the learners</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Preprocessing

Since the data collection stage has been performed manually, the probability to push up some shortcomings is high.
The most common are:

- **Outliers Values**
  Generally, the average mark is between 0 and 20. A typo error can lead to enter a value outside this range.

- **Duplicates Values**
  Two learners may have the same average marks in all considered subjects. Also, the same average marks can be entered twice by mistake.

- **Missing Values**
  Students may not have average marks in some subjects, for a variety of acceptable and unacceptable reasons.

The preprocessing stage allows us to clean the collected data (the average marks) to deal with missing, duplicates, and outliers values [27]. Then, the exploration of the average marks was done and allowed to notice that all the average marks of the learners will not be relevant for the prediction of their orientation. Indeed, we want to predict the optimal study path for this mass of general education learners who rush to the Biology stream because of the several opportunities it offers. Among this batch of learners who enroll in the Biology stream, some are more likely to take literature and others to choose TVET.

Taking the MPS or Biology stream, requires for learners to have good skills in Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Technology (PCT) and Biology. Therefore, we collected learners’ yearly average marks in Mathematics, PCT and Biology from the 6th grade to 10th grade and the yearly average of the 10th grade. Fig. 3 provides an overview of the data.

It can occur that some students choose Biology stream and fail, probably because they underperformed or were not proficient. Our concern here is to orient the learners in the best possible way, that is finding the right stream. Then, we proceeded to label the data using the following assumptions:

- If the annual yearly average as well as the yearly averages in PCT, mathematics and Biology in the 10th grade are greater than or equal to 11, this instance is labeled as Biology stream.
- If an average mark of a given instance of data, in the 10th grade is greater than or equal to 14 and the annual average marks in mathematics and PCT in the 10th are greater than or equal to 15, then, the instance is labeled as Mathematics and Physical Sciences (MPS) stream.
- Otherwise, the instance is labeled as Literature stream.

### C. Model Design

During this stage, ML algorithms allowed us to create prediction models. For this purpose, we use five Machine Learning algorithms and design two types of models:

- The first category of model is used to predict a learner’s literary or scientific aptitude. It also allows the orientation of some learners towards TVET, since scientific aptitudes are compulsory for some streams such as Mechanical Science and Technology or Electrical Science and Technology for example.
- The second category of model predicts Literature, Biology or MPS stream of the learner.

### D. Model Evaluation

In the model evaluation stage, we mainly use accuracy metric.
The accuracy is the metric that is often used to evaluate the performance of a classification model. It is the rate of good prediction. Therefore, the closer the accuracy is to 1, the better the model is performing.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section focuses on presenting the outcomes of the study in terms of model performance. Indeed, performance evaluation is performed in two steps: the first one uses 10 folds cross-validation and the second performs a specific split. The implementation code of the proposed models is available online (https://github.com/Jomamer/StudentAcademicPathSelection).

A. Overview of Labels

Before presenting the outcomes of the performed study, we present here the labels. In the dataset, there are 41% (133 instances) literary learners and 59% (192 instances) scientific learners.

Furthermore, there are 41% (133 instances) of Literature learners, 11% (37 instances) of MPS learners and 48% (192 instances) of Biology learners.

B. Cross-Validation Performances

The model is evaluated by performing a cross-validation of 10 folds.

Fig. 4 shows the mean accuracy and the std (standard deviation) of each algorithm for predicting learners’ scientific or literary ability. Random Forest has the highest mean accuracy of 0.94 and the third lowest std of 0.08. It is followed by Linear SVC which gets 0.92 as mean accuracy and the second lowest std of 0.07. Logistic Regression gets the lowest mean accuracy of 0.87 and the highest std of 0.13.

Fig. 5 shows the mean accuracy and the std of each algorithm for predicting learner’ Literature, MPS or Biology stream. Linear SVC and Random Forest obtain the best mean accuracy which is 0.9. They have the second and third lowest std of 0.08 and 0.1 respectively. Logistic Regression gets the lowest mean accuracy of 0.71 and the highest std of 0.15.

C. A Specific Split Performances

At this stage, we have booked for the prediction of each element, at least 20% of the dataset for validation.

In order to predict learners’ scientific or literary ability, the size used for the test set by this split is 71 (more than 21% of the dataset). Table III presents the performances achieved. Random Forest has the best performance, followed by Linear SVC. KNN and Logistic Regression obtain the lowest performances.

For predicting Literature, MPS or Biology stream of the learners, the size dedicated to the test set, by this split is 66 (more than 20% of the dataset). Table IV presents the performances obtained. Linear SVC has the best accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1_score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear SVC</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear SVC</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4. Performances for Cross-Validation based Ability Prediction.

Fig. 5. Performances for Cross-Validation based Streams Prediction.

In order to get better results, we tried to monitor the importance of the characteristics with Random Forest for the learners’ scientific or literary ability, and the learners’ stream. Taking into account the most important features, could improve the results. Fig. 8 gives an overview of the importance of the characteristics with Random Forest for the scientific or literary aptitude of the learners as well as the learners’ stream.

Fig. 6. Confusion Matrix for Ability Prediction.

Fig. 7. Confusion Matrix for Stream Prediction.

Overall, the yearly average mark of mathematics and PCT of learner in 9th grade are very important. Average mark of 6th grade are less important. We tried to improve the performance obtained by considering only the characteristics that were having at least a given importance but it was not the case. We can conclude that average mark of the 9th grade are certainly more important but they are not enough to guide the learners.

D. Optimization of the Model

The tuning of algorithm parameters allowed us to reach the optimal model. To achieve it, we used the Gridsearch method to make cross-validation of K parameter of the KNN, the max-depth for the trees decision and the n-estimators for the random forest on the training set. A higher number of trees gives better performance but slows down the code.
The optimal model is the one that offers the best performance. Two models are chosen at the end of the evaluation stage:

- a model to predict the scientific or literary ability of learner.
- a model to predict the Literature, MPS or Biology stream of learner.

VI. DISCUSSION

This discussion is conducted along two axes: starting with the prediction of the learners’ scientific or literary ability, then approaching the prediction of the Literature, MPS or Biology stream of the learners.

A. Case 1: Predicting Learners’ Scientific or Literary Ability

Random Forest has the best mean accuracy of 0.94 and the third lowest std of 0.08. Linear SVC is not far behind with 0.92 for mean accuracy and 0.07 for std. With the specific split, which reserves more than 21% of the dataset for testing, Random Forest presents the best performances, which are 0.99 for accuracy, 0.99 for f1-score and 0.98 for recall. With the confusion matrix obtained, we noticed that, it made only one error. It predicted that a learner is in a scientific stream when in fact he is in literary stream.

From the above, we can deduce that for the prediction of scientific or literary aptitude of learners, Random Forest is the most suitable. Linear SVC can also be used as its performance is very close to the Random Forest one. It even has a lower std than Random Forest in the cross-validation comparison.

B. Case 2: Predicting Learners’ Literature, MPS or Biology Stream

Linear SVC and Random Forest had the best mean accuracy of 0.9 and the second and third lowest std of 0.08 and 0.1 respectively. With the specific split, reserving more than 20% of the dataset for testing, Linear SVC has the best accuracy of 0.95. With the confusion matrix obtained, we noticed that, it correctly predicts the learners of the MPS stream. However, it makes one error, in the sense that it predicts two learners from the Biology stream, when they are actually from Literature stream. There is also another prediction error that is less serious than the previous one. It predicts that one learner is from Literature stream when he is actually from Biology stream.

After all, we can conclude that for predicting Literature, MPS or Biology stream of the learners, Linear SVC is the most suitable. Random Forest can also be used as its performance is very close to that of Linear SVC. It even obtains the same average accuracy as Linear SVC in the cross-validation comparison. It is true that KNN has the second best accuracy in the specific split comparison, but we do not focus on it, because it has the second lowest performance in the cross-validation comparison.

In general, performance obtained when predicting learners’ scientific or literary ability is better than those obtained when predicting learners’ streams. This may be related to the fact that, usually, a learner who is able to attend MPS stream can also attend Biology stream. So, if the proposed model predicts the Biology stream for a learner who is actually enrolled in MPS stream, this is not an error.

As a matter of fact, it should be recognized that a learner’s average mark does not only depend on the previous performance of the learners. It could rely on many factors such as: i) How does the teacher explain the lessons? ii) Are the classmates much motivated to outperform? iii) Did the learner change school? iv) Is the teacher proficient with the subject?

VII. APPLICATION OF THE OPTIMAL MODEL

A Web page in https://jomamer-orientation-streamlit-app-rl3b0z.streamlitapp.com/ gives an overview of the framework that we designed to allow school’s authorities to use the model. As a matter of fact, to make the proposed model usable, we designed a simple ML web application with Python and Streamlit. In particular, Streamlit is a Python package compatible with most of the Python libraries that are used for ML (scikit learn, keras, seaborn, matplotlib, numpy, pandas, tensorflow, etc.). It is an open source application framework in Python language that allows to create web application for data science and machine learning in a short time.

Notebook Jupyter allowed us to pre-test a number of things in order to deduce optimal models for predicting scientific or literary ability of the learners and Literature, MPS or Biology stream of the learners. After importing Streamlit, the useful libraries have been called. Then, we imported the entire dataset and trained the identified optimal models. As a matter of fact, the split allows us to reserve a part of the dataset to evaluate the model performance. In production, it was no longer a question of testing the model, but rather of using it. Therefore, we have used the entire dataset so that the model learns more cases.

Finally, the obtained results are quite satisfactory. Indeed, the strength of the proposed model relies on two predicted indicators which are complementary and play absolutely, a major role in the effectiveness of learner’s orientation.

VIII. CONTRIBUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

In this work, we developed a model for predicting academic orientations using ML techniques. To achieve this, we predicted the learners’ scientific or literary ability and Literature, MPS or Biology stream. We used mathematics, PCT, and Biology average marks from the 6th grade to the 9th grade and the size of the dataset is 325. Our results are quite satisfactory for both models. The two models, together, allow achieving an optimal orientation for the learners.

However, it is worth to emphasize that in the paper [26] published in June 2022, authors went in the same direction. But, the major difference between both proposed approaches lies in the fact that they based themselves only on personality variables whereas the study performed in this paper is based on learners’ average marks. Overall, the obtained performance results are better. It should be noted that both approaches may be complementary and future studies could look at how to combine them for optimal learner guidance about academic path selection.

On the other hand, with respect to the current study, authors of [24] used the same algorithms. Random forest has given an
accuracy of 94%. Decision tree 93% and Logistic regression 85%. They had bootstrapped a dataset of 101 records. One can notice that, the performances we obtained are better. Moreover, our data are real and in addition, we have also used the cross-validation which is recommended when dealing with a small size of data. It should be noted that authors of [24] have also taken into account characteristics such as age, gender and geographical area.

As a limitation, the current size of the dataset, can be underlined. Moreover, academic performance does not depend solely on the average marks obtained by learners. Several variables such as social environment factors could be taken into account.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Everyone, no matter the position, tries to find a way to improve student’s academic performances. In this work, we brought our support with a model, using Machine Learning which is very useful in almost every field nowadays. We compared the performance of five ML algorithms using a cross-validation and a specific split to predict learner’s scientific or literary ability and the Literature, MPS or Biology stream of the learners. For this purpose, the Mathematics, PCT and Biology average marks from 6th grade to 9th grade of 325 instances of data are used. The best performance is pointed out by Random Forest algorithm with 99% of accuracy. Most probably, a larger data size could allow improving performance results even for the other algorithms.

The main limitation of this study resides on only considering the average marks obtained by the learners to perform the prediction. Thus, other parameters such as social environment factors may improve the performance results. The dataset size may also be increased. It would be interesting to look in these directions for future studies.
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